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Abstract
Automatic recognition using ear images is an active area of interest within the biometrics community. Human ears are a stable and reliable source of information since they are not affected by facial expressions, do not suffer extreme change over time, are less prone to injuries, and are fully visible in mask-wearing scenarios. In addition, ear images can be passively captured from a distance, making it convenient when implementing surveillance and security applications. At the same time, deep learning-based methods have proven to be powerful techniques for unconstrained recognition. However, to truly benefit from deep learning techniques, it is necessary to count on a large-size variable set of samples to train and test networks. In this work, we built a new dataset using the VGGFace dataset, fine-tuned pre-train deep models, analyzed their sensitivity to different covariates in data, and explored the score-level fusion technique to improve overall recognition performance. Open-set and close-set experiments were performed using the proposed dataset and the challenging UERC dataset. Results show a significant improvement of around 9% when using a pre-trained face model over a general image recognition model; in addition, we achieve 4% better performance when fusing scores from both models.
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1 Introduction

Human identification through biometrics is an ever-growing need in our society due to its main application in security, forensic science, and surveillance. Biometric traits are used because of their invariance over time, and the uniqueness of each individual [1]. Common physical traits are fingerprints, palmprints, iris, face, ear, hand geometry, and voice. Among all these traits, using ears as a biometric structure to identify people has some appealing advantages over the rest. In the current COVID-19 pandemic scenario, fingerprints and palmprints rely on contact over a surface that could be contaminated. Face recognition fails due to the mask-wearing situation. Iris recognition involves close eye contact, besides special sensors are needed. Nonetheless, the ear structure remains stable over a person’s lifetime, is not affected by aging or facial expressions, and is less prone to injuries than hands or fingers, for instance. Thus, ear recognition can be performed contactless, ear images can be captured from a distance, and the explicit cooperation of the individual is not needed.

On the other hand, there are some challenges that arise when it comes to ear recognition in real-world settings such as low resolution, blur, illumination variations, and mostly occlusions caused by hair, head accessories, and earrings. There are some datasets that have been released to tackle the ear recognition problem but not all of them gather images taken under uncontrolled conditions, most of them were taken under constrained settings or a laboratory-like environment. Moreover, not only the environment where
images were taken matters but the number of classes, and the number of samples per class are also important. 
Variation within images from different subjects is called inter-class variation, while distinction among images 
of the same individual is called intra-class variation. Building a robust feature description algorithm should be 
fed with great inter-class and intra-class variability. Thus, collecting data under uncontrolled conditions and 
big training sets play an important role when using Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) for unconstrained 
recognition (a.k.a recognition in the wild) \cite{2} \cite{3}.

In recent years, CNN-based approaches have been commonly used for object detection, segmentation, and 
classification. This can be reviewed in the submissions to one of the most very well-known computer vision 
competitions, the ImageNet Large-Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC), where algorithms based on 
DL techniques achieved state-of-the-art performance on such computer vision tasks \cite{4}. Additionally, specific 
tasks like face and ear recognition have been also approached with DL-based techniques, even competitions 
for these two specific tasks have been launched \cite{5} \cite{6} \cite{7} \cite{8}. In this sort of competition, face recognition 
has reached a significant level of maturity against ear recognition. This huge progress is benefited from 
the large-scale datasets and deep CNN architectures that have been proposed in the literature to solve this 
specific task. Take for example, the Google FaceNet \cite{9} that made use of 200 million images to train. The 
DeepFace is another architecture proposed in \cite{10} that was trained using 4.4 million labeled images. Also, 
the VGG-Face, a VGG16-based model proposed in \cite{11}, was trained using 2.6 million unconstrained face 
images. These architectures have led to some of the most interesting applications in biometrics and security. 

Compared with existing unconstrained face databases, ear databases are much smaller regarding the number 
of classes and samples per class. Table 1 shows a summary of some face databases that have been employed 
to train and test state-of-the-architectures for the face recognition task, while Table 2 presents the same 
information of some ear datasets available in the literature. 

Face recognition in the wild stays many steps ahead of ear recognition, a fact that we can take advantage 
of. In this work, we intend to build a large-scale ear dataset as an extension of one face database that collects 
images from the web of thousands of subjects. Furthermore, we use pre-trained models on face images to 
tune and adapt them to ear domain recognition. According to our experiments, fine-tuning face-based 
models performs better than general-imaging-based pre-trained models.

The major contribution of the proposed work is defined as follows:

- We prepare an ear dataset as an extension of the VGGFace dataset. Samples of the proposed dataset 
present high variability in illumination, head position, usage of accessories, and occlusion.
- We propose ear domain adaptation from a pre-trained model on face recognition using the proposed 
dataset, which enhances accuracy by around 9%.
- We fine-tune the VGG16 and VGGFace models to analyze the significance of pre-trained data, image 
input size, and final feature vector size that describes ears.
- We explore score-level fusion by combining matching scores of the two fine-tuning models, which 
enhances accuracy by around 4%.
- We analyze the effect of different annotation categories on data like gender, race/ethnicity, image 
aspect ratio, and size.

In a previous version of this paper \cite{12}, we showed ear domain adaptation by fine-tuning the pre-trained 
VGGFace model which leads to a better performance in contrast to a model trained on general image 
recognition. The model was trained using a dataset built as an extension of the VGGFace dataset. In this 
version, we extend the discussion by analyzing the effect of different annotation categories on the demographic 
data such as gender and race/ethnicity, and on image properties like size, and aspect ratio. The extended 
dataset is described based on these variables, and recognition performance is evaluated according to these 
annotation categories.

The rest of this document is organized as follows. Section II shows an overview of the publications 
and contributions in the context of this work. Section III gives a detailed description of the presented 
unconstrained ear database. The employed methods and models in this work are explained in section IV. 
The following section shows experimental results and analysis. Finally, conclusions and future works are 
detailed in section VI.

2 Related Work

Approaches in the ear recognition field have been through from early techniques like structural methods 
which rely on physiological and geometrical features such as shape, wrinkles, and ear points \cite{20} \cite{21} \cite{22}. 
Later, some other approaches that use subspace learning methods like Principal Components Analysis (PCA)
Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) \cite{23}, Local Principal Independent Components (LPICs) \cite{25}, and Independent Component Analysis (ICA) \cite{26} were also used to improve ear recognition performance. Lately, some popular techniques based on handcrafted feature extraction such as Gabor filters \cite{27}, Local Binary Patterns (LBP) \cite{28}, Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) \cite{29, 30}, contourlet transform \cite{31}, wavelet transform \cite{32}, and gradient-based features \cite{33} were widely used as well. Finally, the latest approaches that have been explored within the ear recognition field are the CNN-based methods. A clear outstanding advantage when using these kinds of methods is that they perform better recognition in unconstrained conditions due to their capability to provide in-depth representations, different from earlier methods which usually perform poorly to image variations \cite{6, 34}.

Besides approaches and methods proposed in the literature, another aspect that also motivates ear recognition research is the availability of databases. Some databases that were created specifically for research purposes but present some variability and aimed to simulate real-world-conditions are: The West Pomeranian University of Technology Dataset (WPUT) \cite{19}, The University of Notre Dame Database (UND) \cite{35}, which gathers several different collections of 2D images as well as range images, The Indian Institute of Technology Delhi Ear Database (IITD) \cite{17}, The University of Beira Interior Ear Dataset (UBEAR) \cite{36}, and The Mathematical Analysis of Images (AMI) Ear Database \cite{18} which presents little variability within their samples.

Some other datasets gather images from uncontrolled settings without paying particular attention to head position, illumination, occlusion, and of different sizes and quality. First, the Annotated Web Ears (AWE) database \cite{37} which contains 1,000 images collected from the web of 100 subjects. This database has an extended version called the Annotated Web Ears Extended (AWEEx), which is described in \cite{38}. A later new extended version was presented in the Unconstrained Ear Recognition Challenge (UERC) \cite{6} gathering 2,304 images from 166 subjects for the train set, and 1,800 images from 180 subjects (10 images per subject) for the test set. There is also a third set of images from 3,360 subjects with between 1 to 3 images per subject, which is also considered a test set. At the time of writing, this is the only available unconstrained ear dataset that can be used to train and test models for recognition. Second, the In-the-wild Ear Dataset \cite{39} gathers around 2,600 labeled images with 55 landmark points used for detection, segmentation, and alignment. However, this dataset is not for recognition task training since annotations do not include subject information. Finally, a third dataset, the WebEars, was presented in \cite{40} and contains 1,000 images. Later, the authors extend this database with the help of the University of Science & Technology of Beijing (USTB) and The Helloear Co. Ltd. It is called USTB-Helloear Database, and it contains a great amount of 2D images taken under

---

### Table 1: Face Datasets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Samples per class</th>
<th>Total images</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FERET \cite{13}</td>
<td>994</td>
<td>5 - 91</td>
<td>11 338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LFW \cite{14}</td>
<td>5 749</td>
<td>1 - 530</td>
<td>13 233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CelebA \cite{15}</td>
<td>10 177</td>
<td></td>
<td>202 599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youtube Faces \cite{16}</td>
<td>1 595</td>
<td>48 - 2 157</td>
<td>621 126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGGFace2 \cite{11}</td>
<td>9 131</td>
<td>87 - 843</td>
<td>3 311 286</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### Table 2: Ear Datasets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Samples per class</th>
<th>Total images</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IITD \cite{17}</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>3 - 5</td>
<td>493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMI \cite{18}</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WPUT \cite{19}</td>
<td>501</td>
<td>4 - 8</td>
<td>2 070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UERC \cite{6}</td>
<td>346</td>
<td>10 - 93</td>
<td>4 104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>610</td>
<td>25 - 350</td>
<td>61 915</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

\cite{23}, Local Principal Independent Components (LPICs) \cite{25}, and Independent Component Analysis (ICA) \cite{26} were also used to improve ear recognition performance. Lately, some popular techniques based on handcrafted feature extraction such as Gabor filters \cite{27}, Local Binary Patterns (LBP) \cite{28}, Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) \cite{29, 30}, contourlet transform \cite{31}, wavelet transform \cite{32}, and gradient-based features \cite{33} were widely used as well. Finally, the latest approaches that have been explored within the ear recognition field are the CNN-based methods. A clear outstanding advantage when using these kinds of methods is that they perform better recognition in unconstrained conditions due to their capability to provide in-depth representations, different from earlier methods which usually perform poorly to image variations \cite{6, 34}.
uncontrolled conditions. However, it is not publicly available. Fig. 1 shows sample images from some of the databases mentioned above. It can be noticed the variability among samples from the same class. Similarly, Table 2 lists ear datasets that we found available to explore.
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Figure 1: Different ear dataset samples

Regarding approaches that employed CNN-based methods, one of the first proposals that make use of this method was presented in [41]. The authors designed a convolutional neural network with three convolutional layers, a fully-connected layer, and a softmax classifier to deal with the partial occlusion problem. Their approach was tested using the USTB dataset, and the authors concluded that having limited training data restricts the performance of CNNs. [42] propose a method based on Geometric Morphometrics and Deep Learning (DL) for automatic ear detection and description. Using a large-scale landmark annotated dataset, they trained a model to detect 45 landmarks in 2D gray-scale images automatically and then used these landmarks as a feature vector for ear description.

Since one the main problem when using CNN-based techniques is the lack of enough training data. Authors in [2] proposed a transfer learning in a two-stage fine-tuned process for domain adaptation. In the first stage, a model was fine-tuned with constrained images, while in the second stage, unconstrained images were used. Experiments were performed using three models: VGG16, AlexNet, and GoogLeNet. Results show the best performance of VGG16 over the other two models. Similarly, [43] applied an aggressive data augmentation process to show the impact in full and selective learning models. Full learning refers to learning from scratch, while selective learning refers to initializing a model with parameters already learned from a different dataset. The authors used three models in their experiments VGG16, AlexNet, and SqueezeNet. [44] used the pre-trained AlexNet architecture, replaced the last three layers, and fine-tuned the model. The authors collect their own dataset of 300 images in unconstrained conditions to train and test the fine-tuned model. Dodge et al. [45] performed unconstrained ear recognition using transfer learning as well. However, this work compares existing DNNs as feature extractors, fine-tuned models, and a deep learning-based averaging ensemble architecture. Performance results are provided on unconstrained ear recognition datasets, the AWE, CVLE datasets, and a combined AWE+CVLE dataset. Their ensemble architecture resulted in the best recognition performance on these unconstrained datasets.

Likewise, Zhang et al. [3] showed that by assembling different architectures trained on the same dataset, the recognition rate improves than using single architectures. Authors replaced pooling layers for spatial pyramid pooling layers to fit arbitrary data sizes on models and get multi-level features; they also implemented center loss to obtain more discriminative features. Experiments were performed over a dataset that the authors built for training and testing their approach and the AWE dataset. Alshazly et al. [7] also built ensembles of deep CNN-based models and tested them using ear images acquired under controlled and uncontrolled conditions. They concluded that it is crucial to utilize multiple representations for ear images acquired under uncontrolled settings to improve recognition performance. [46], and [47] ensembles ResNet-like models and show a comparative analysis between two scenarios, using CNNs as feature extractors only and then training top layers for classification. A critical fact that led to a slightly better upgrade in one proposal was preserving the aspect ratio of images when training. Nonetheless, both proposals obtained better performance by averaging ensembles of fine-tuned networks with custom input sizes.

Some authors relied on combining different techniques to improve recognition. [48] trained a landmark detector on ears to later use this information for alignment and normalization. Then a CNN model was trained from scratch using unconstrained ear images. Besides, feature vectors were obtained using hand-
crafted techniques. After feature extraction, authors use PCA to reduce vectors to the same size. Finally, matching scores from both feature vector types were summed up with “sum fusion” after applying a min-max normalization process. The best result was given by fusing the CNN and HOG feature vectors. Emersic et al. [50] presented a model called ScoreNet, which includes three basic steps. First, create a pool of modalities (image resizing, pre-processing, image representation, dimensionality reduction, and distance measurement). Second, select randomly a pipeline that includes different modalities. Third, the pipeline is applied to the training and validation set to generate a similarity score matrix. The algorithm selects the best groups of modalities and calculates the necessary fusion weights in a cascade network structure. These two last approaches were presented in Unconstrained Ear Recognition Challenge 2019 [6], being the top two techniques that used hybrid approaches (learned and handcrafted) and got the best results.

Emersic et al. [48] presented an experimental evaluation of several descriptors- and deep learning-based ear recognition models, studying the characteristics of the recognition techniques and the impact of various covariates such as gender, ethnicity, accessories, and head movements. Experiments were performed over the Annotated Web Ear (AWE) dataset, and results indicated that the presence of accessories and head movements significantly affect the identification performance, whereas other covariates of gender and ethnicity only affected the performance to a limited extent. In the same vein, Konda [30] presented a comparison among extracted features using handcrafted descriptors and learned features using CNNs. The authors used seven top handcrafted descriptors and four AlexNet-based CNNs models to evaluate performance extensively. The obtained results demonstrated that CNN features were superior in recognition accuracy, outperforming all handcrafted features. The performance gain in recognition rates was above 22% over the best performing descriptor on the AMI and AMIC datasets, where the number of images per subject was relatively small. However, the performance gain was within 3% for the CVLE dataset, which had fewer subjects and more images per subject, but higher intraclass variability. Even though authors show that CNNs can be trained using small datasets, they point out that it is possible to improve performance when more training data is available.

In [51], authors presented a complete deep ear recognition pipeline. They segmented the ear using RefineNet, then features are extracted using a ResNet model, and finally K-NN classifier was trained to perform matching. The method is evaluated on the UERC database, and the deep learning-based approach has shown superior results over using handcrafted feature extractors. In [52] evaluated a complete pipeline for ear recognition using a Faster Region-based CNN as object detector, a CNN as feature extractor, PCA for feature dimension reduction, a genetic algorithm for feature selection, and a fully connected artificial neural network for feature matching. Experimental results showed the time needed for the complete pipeline execution, 76ms for matching (database of 33 ear images features), 15ms for feature extraction, and ear detection and localization requiring 100ms. Experiments were performed on a combined AMI dataset and images taken from the author’s environment. In [53] proposed a simple 6-layer CNN architecture for ear recognition. They studied CNNs by varying the parameters such as kernel size, learning rate, epochs, and activation functions. Since the model is simple, it requires very little memory, making it feasible to port into any embedded/handheld device. Finally, the approach presented in [54] proposed a deep learning pipeline using transformer neural networks: Vision Transformer (ViT) and Data-efficient image Transformers (DeiTs). Similar to the concept of transfer learning on pre-trained CNN architectures, this study replaced the final layer of ViT and DeiT to enable the transformer network to learn the features from the extracted training ear images of the two unconstrained ear datasets.

3 VGGFace-Ear Database

Employing deep learning techniques usually demands considerable amounts of training data. This statement was also pointed out by [3]. However, they build an ear database from a nonpublic face database; thus, the final ear database can not be shared with the community research. In this case, we take advantage of one of the biggest face datasets available to detect ears and build a large-scale ear dataset. The VGGFace2 dataset gathers around 3.3M images collected from the web. We used this dataset to build an extended version, which gathers around 61.9K images from 610 different subjects. Samples per class vary from 50 to 350. Some sample images from this generated dataset can be seen in Fig. 2.

First of all, for the ear detection task, we used the Mask Region-based Convolutional Neural Network (Mask R-CNN). This architecture was introduced in [55]. Unlike other region-based architectures, this model detects objects at a pixel level, which means the output is a binary mask that indicates whether or not a given pixel is part of an object. Even though we are using bounding box regions instead of masks in the ear recognition stage, this architecture helps us avoid unwanted information close to the ear but not part of the ear, like accessories. It also helps us avoid extreme occlusion since the bounding box only encloses information from ears, if this bounding box has little information from ears, we discard it. We used an
available online implementation of the Mask R-CNN architecture \[56\] within the Ear Segmentation Dataset available at \[57\] to fine-tune the architecture to detect ears. Over the 1,000 available images, we used 750 images for training and 250 for testing the model. Considering an Intersection over Union (IoU) threshold of 0.5, the Average Precision (AP) value is 97\%, and considering a range of thresholds from 0.5 to 0.95 IoU, the AP is 72.9\%. Thus, the model detects ears with high accuracy. However, it also detects some other objects as ears in some cases. We detected ears on 1,000 classes of the VGGFace dataset, approximately one-eighth of the total number of classes. From this group, only classes with the most samples were included in the VGGFace-Ear dataset. Finally, we obtained 450 classes with several samples between 50 and 350 that will be used as the train set and 160 classes with 25 samples per class used as the test set. It is worth mentioning that all data were manually checked to ensure that it gathers only ear images.

Comparing the proposed dataset with the UERC dataset, we present an overall analysis of the number of classes per range of samples, the number of images per range of sizes (the squared root of size), and the number of images per ratio of high over width. Fig. 3a shows that from a total of 166 classes, around 150 classes contain between 10 and 20 samples per class. The squared root of the area of most samples is less than 100 pixels. However, some samples reach an area root squared size of 500 to 600 pixels. The aspect ratio of all samples ranges from 1 to 3. Fig. 3b shows same aspects for the VGGFace-Ear dataset. It outnumber samples per class, where more than half of classes gather from 50 to 150 samples. None of the samples’ sizes are over 200 pixels (the squared root of size), but most samples’ aspect ratio is in the same range as the UERC dataset. Moving onto test sets of both databases, Fig. 4 shows a similar analysis. In addition, Fig. 5 and 6 show information about percentage distribution regarding gender and race/ethnicity from the UERC and VGGFace-Ear datasets, respectively. When it comes to gender, it is inevitable having more male classes than females, however, when building the VGGFace-Ear test set collection, we intended to find a similar proportion among all classes. On the other hand, race/ethnicity proportions outnumber samples from White people over Asian, black, and Hispanic/Indian in most sets. Nonetheless, in the case of the VGGFace-Ear test set, a major number of classes from Asian, Black, and Hispanic/Indian people were tried to include more than White people. All these intentions were done to fully analyze the impact of these...
Ear Recognition using CNNs

This section presents a comprehensive experimental evaluation of the proposed approach for the ear recognition task under unconstrained conditions. Using the proposed dataset, we employed two pre-trained CNNs to adjust them to the ear domain. Best performance is achieved using a model pre-trained on face images rather than pre-trained for general image recognition.
4.1 Pre-trained models

We employed VGG-based models to train ear image representation. First, the VGG16 [58] was presented as a submission of the ILSVRC 2014 competition. The model achieves 92.7% top-5 test accuracy over 14 million images belonging to 1,000 classes. This model and others are implemented in most DL frameworks and the weights of the trained models using the ImageNet Database. This architecture contains 16 layers divided into 5 convolutional groups and 3 final dense layers. We reduced the input size for our experiments, removed one convolutional group, and added one dense layer before the softmax activation layer. Second, the VGGFace [11], this model was trained using the VGGFace2 dataset, and the architecture model and trained weights were shared by the authors. In this case, we used the same input size and did not remove any layer.

4.2 Fine tuning

Parameters from both architectures, VGG16 and VGGFace, were fine-tuned to adapt these networks to the ear domain recognition. A fine-tuning process trains the network for some more iterations on a target dataset. Thus, filters trained on ImageNet and VGGFace2 datasets will be adapted to the new VGGFace-Ear dataset. The VGG16 architecture was modified as follows. First, the input size was reduced to 112 × 112 pixels. Second, the original VGG16 network includes 5 convolutional blocks before classification, in our model, only four convolutional blocks were included in the network. Third, all top dense layers were removed and replaced by 4 new dense layers, two of 4,096 units, one of 2,622, and the last layer with 450 units, which are the number of classes in the target dataset. So, these 4 last layers were trained from scratch while the rest, convolutional layers, were fine-tuned. In this case, we removed all dense layers because these units were trained to classify the 1,000 objects from the ImageNet, which is much different from the new target object, the ear. Nonetheless, for the VGGFace model, the top dense layers remained and only the last layer was replaced with a new layer with 450 units, the number of classes in the VGGFace-Ear dataset. In this case, we considered there is a close relation between face and ear objects, thus the top layers were also fine-tuned.
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Figure 6: Overview of the VGGFace-Ear dataset regarding gender and race/ethnicity sampling. The first row shows information from the train set while the second row, from the test set

and the rest of the layers. This new model has an input size of 224 × 224, just like the original network. Both networks were trained using the Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) optimizer on a sparse categorical cross-entropy loss using momentum with a decay of 0.9, and the learning rate was set to 0.0001. All layers from both networks were set trainable and trained for 50 epochs.

4.3 Score-level fusion

This sort of fusion is also known as confidence level or measurement level fusion and it is widely used in the literature [59]. This technique combines matching scores produced by different match methods to generate one final score. Since different modalities could be used for feature extraction, matching scores can be in different ranges. Thus, the first step to fuse information is choosing an appropriate normalization technique to convert the matching scores into a similar common domain. Then, combining scores can be performed by using some common rules such as sum, mean, maximum, and minimum. Finally, the resulting score of multiple matches is considered the final score. In this work, we employed this technique to fuse scores of both fine-tuned models.

4.4 Data augmentation and pre-processing

Some common data augmentation techniques were applied to the train set. First, the train set consists of 450 classes with between 50 to 350 samples per class. Randomly 14 samples from every class were separated to be part of the validation set used in the training process. Remainder samples were applied data augmentation techniques to reach a number of 1,000 samples per class. Some of the techniques used are scale in both axes (−20%, 20%), translation in the x-axis (−15%, 15%) and y-axis (−5%, 5%), rotation (−15°, 15°), brightness and contrast increasing, and decreasing, histogram equalization, Gaussian noise addition, and vertical flipping. Besides data augmentation, pre-processing and re-scaling methods were also employed. Common methods of pre-processing images to fit different architectures’ input sizes are resizing, cropping, and filling. In Fig. 7 it is shown graphical examples of these three methods. Resizing results in geometric
distortion. Cropping may discard important information. Black filling adds irrelevant information, but if the image is so thin, this unwanted information could overwhelm important information. Finally, the color filling method is our choice, with this technique we prevent distortion and losing information by adding a background extended from the border pixels of the image. Once images were pre-processed to be squared, a re-scaling process is performed to reduce or increase the image size to fit the input layer size of the networks.
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Figure 7: Ear region pre-processing to fit CNN models input size

5 Experimental Results and Discussion

5.1 Datasets

Experiments were performed on three different datasets and on the validation and test sets of the proposed dataset. One first dataset is AMI [18] which includes 700 images of 100 subjects, 7 images per person. All images are the same size. This constrained set collects images from students, teachers, and staff of the Computer Science department at Las Palmas de Gran Canaria University in Spain. One particular characteristic of this dataset is that for each individual, six images were taken from the right ear and only one from the left ear. Is a low variation set according to pose and illumination but occlusion and accessories are present in some cases. The second semi-constrained dataset is WPUT [19]. This set gathers semi-constrained images because some were taken in different outdoor places and at different periods. It collects 2,701 images from 501 subjects. All samples are the same size and in high resolution. The authors tried to reflect real-life conditions with occlusion, pose variation, and the use of accessories. The third is the UERC dataset, which gathers 2,304 samples from 166 subjects in the train set and 1,800 images from 180 subjects in the test set, 10 samples per subject. Different from the above, images in this dataset were collected from the web using crawlers and public figures, and famous people. Finally, the validation and test sets of the VGGFace-Ear. The first gathers 6,300 images of the 450 subjects the model was trained on, and the test set contains 4,000 samples from 160 subjects different from the ones used to train the model.

5.2 Experimental Protocols

The proposed VGGFace-Ear dataset was divided into 2 disjoint sets. One first set gathers 450 classes and a test set of 160 classes. The train set was used to fine-tune VGG16 and VGGFace architectures. From this train set, one second split was done by taking 14 images of every class to form the validation set and the rest of the samples were augmented to 1,000 samples per class, both subsets were used in the training process. Training and experiments were conducted using the Tensorflow framework [60]. For performance evaluation, we used Rank-1 and Rank-5 percentage values. Rank-n means that n observations from the top set of the closest samples are taken into account to calculate the percentage. So, the recognition rate at Rank-1 corresponds to the fraction of probe images for which an image of the correct identity was retrieved from the gallery in the top match; while the recognition rate at Rank-5 corresponds to the fraction of correct images found within the five top matches. For the evaluation process, images were pre-processed to make them the same height size as width size and then resize to fit input size models. For the fine-tuned VGG16, images were resized to $122 \times 122$, and for the fine-tuned VGGFace, to $224 \times 224$. Both fine-tuned models were used as descriptors to obtain a feature vector of every image. Feature vectors were obtained from the last three layers of the models, 2,622 and 4,096, and used to compare performance. Once feature vectors from all images were obtained, the cosine distance from all-vs-all images was calculated. In this all-vs-all matrix, small distances indicate similarity between two images while large distance means opposition. For every image, all their matches were ordered according to similarity. Finally, the recognition rate was then calculated using the Rank metric. For the score-level fusion evaluation, distances were first normalized using min-max normalization and then ordered according to similarity as well. Then, matching score matrices from both models were summed up and normalized again to finally order matches according to these scores values and calculate the recognition rate.
5.3 Experimental results

A first evaluation on the fine-tuned models performance is shown in Table 3. AMI and WPUT datasets gather images in controlled and semi-controlled conditions respectively, most images are high resolution and the same size. For these cases, fine-tuned VGG16 results in a slightly better performance than fine-tuned VGGFace trained with uncontrolled face images. However, testing over validation and test set of the VGGFace-Ear datasets shows different behavior. In this case, a little better performance is achieved using the fine-tuned VGGFace model. Uncontrolled ear images description is more effective using a model trained for a similar task than a model trained for general image recognition. It is worthy to point out that the evaluation of the VGGFace-Ear dataset validation set falls into a close-set experimental protocol since the trained model knows all classes. While evaluation over the VGGFace-Ear test set is an open-set evaluation because classes are different from the ones the model was trained on. It seems that models trained for recognition in the wild perform poorly on controlled images, this reveals the bias set on controlled and semi-controlled datasets that drives them away from real-world situations. In this case, a 4096-size feature vector was used to describe images. Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 also shows how much better VGGFace performs over the VGG16 on every different category of data. Those categories are people’s race/ethnicity, image aspect ratio, and image size. It can be noticed also that in every sub-category where the VGG16 has poor performance, the VGGFace has good performance. Even though this improvement reduces the VGGFace-Ear test set (see Fig. 9), the VGGFace model still performs better than the VGG16 model. Moreover, analyzing specifically every sub-category of data, it is observed that when it comes to race/ethnicity, performance decreases for White, Asian, and Hispanic/Indian people but not for Black people. In the case of aspect ratio, performance reduces drastically on images where the ratio of height/width goes over 2.5, this means images that are in frontal face position and with little ear information. Finally, image size also reduces performance when it comes to images smaller than 50px squared.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>VGG16</th>
<th>VGGFace</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rank-1 [%]</td>
<td>Rank-5 [%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMI</td>
<td>83.57</td>
<td>94.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WPUT</td>
<td>63.24</td>
<td>80.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGGFace-Ear</td>
<td>74.06</td>
<td>87.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(validation set)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGGFace-Ear</td>
<td>68.43</td>
<td>82.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(test set)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8: VGGFace-Ear validation set analysis on people’s race/ethnicity, image aspect ratio, image size

One second analysis was done to evaluate fusion performance. This time we evaluate fusion on the UERC dataset test set. We calculate Rank-1 and Rank-5 values for both single models and then by combining the matching score of both models. We calculate rank values using two different feature descriptors of different sizes. Table 4 shows quantitative values while Fig. 10 shows radar charts for the three cases, two single
models, and fusion. It can be observed that recognition accuracy improves when combining both models not only in general performance but for every category and sub-category of data. Another category of data that was evaluated is the gender category, male and female classes. In this case, female recognition always drops compared to male classes. For the VGGFace-Ear test set, where recognition is around 71% using the VGGFace model, the same model reaches an 83.5% accuracy on male classes while on female classes go down to around 65%. Similar behavior is observed in the UERC dataset evaluation.

Table 4: Score-level fusion evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature Vector Size</th>
<th>Fine-tuned VGG16 Rank-1 [%]</th>
<th>Fine-tuned VGGFace Rank-1 [%]</th>
<th>Score-level Fusion Rank-1 [%]</th>
<th>Rank-5 [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2622</td>
<td>57.67</td>
<td>69.44</td>
<td>73.56</td>
<td>88.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4096</td>
<td>64.17</td>
<td>71.33</td>
<td><strong>75.33</strong></td>
<td><strong>89.11</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, a third evaluation was performed on the UERC test set and compared with different approaches proposed in the literature (Table 5). This evaluation follows an open-set evaluation protocol, using the fine-tuned VGGFace as a feature descriptor and with a 4096-size feature vector. In this case, a second fine-tuning process was done using the UERC training set. This adjustment leads to an improvement of around 9% against other approaches. In addition, applying a score-level fusion of both models also improves the recognition rate by around 4%. Table 4 shows a comparative evaluation of both single models and the fusion approach, as well as, shows recognition rates reached using the two feature vector sizes. This evaluation is also performed using the UERC testing set. Evaluation is reported using Rank values and Area Under the Curve (AUC) of the Cumulative Matching Score (CMC).

Table 5: UERC Test set evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>HC/LR*</th>
<th>Rank-1 [%]</th>
<th>Rank-5 [%]</th>
<th>AUC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CH-Fus [18]</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>47.6</td>
<td>69.3</td>
<td>0.946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GooLeNet-MP [2]</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td>60.9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGG16-MP [2]</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td>62.6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ScNet-5 [19]</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>62.8</td>
<td>82.1</td>
<td>0.966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGGFace-Ear</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td><strong>71.3</strong></td>
<td><strong>87.0</strong></td>
<td>0.978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGGFace-Ear Fusion</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td><strong>75.3</strong></td>
<td><strong>89.1</strong></td>
<td>0.981</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 10: UERC test set analysis on people’s race/ethnicity, image aspect ratio, and image size for single and fused methods

6 Conclusion and Future Work

This work introduces a new large-scale dataset for unconstrained ear recognition. Images gathered on this dataset were extracted from the VGGFace database using the Mask-RCNN for ear detection. Data shows high inter-class and intra-class variability intended to produce models with notable generalization ability when training CNN models. We propose ear domain adaptation from a pre-trained face model which leads to a better performance than using a pre-trained general image recognition model. Moreover, we explore a fusion technique at a score level of the two trained models, the VGGFace and VGG16, that result in even more positive recognition accuracy. Furthermore, we approach different aspects when training models like image input size, image pre-processing, and final feature vector size. Besides, using different annotation categories of data, we examine the generalization of models on these different categories and sub-categories. We conducted experiments on the UERC dataset, a challenging dataset of images taken under uncontrolled conditions. Even though we achieve an improvement against the state-of-the-art approaches, there is more room for further research. First, landmark detection and alignment or normalization may help the CNN focus more on the ear structure features than pose variation. Second, the ear recognition modality can be complemented by face recognition due to their proximity in space. Profile face positions of the individual show entire ear structure while frontal positions show little ear information but entire face information.
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